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I am proud to say that
today we are in a great
place. We are well
positioned to take on
the challenges and
opportunities that lie
ahead, and to strive in
our quest to make an
impact that matters.
Malcolm Booker, Chief Executive Officer, Deloitte Malta
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1.

Introduction by the
Chief Executive Officer
I am delighted to introduce you to the Year in Review
and Transparency Report 2015 for the Deloitte Malta
firm. The purpose of this publication serves not only to
fulfil our legal obligation in terms of the Accountancy
Profession Act, but also to provide an insight into the
culture, vision and direction of this firm.
As I reported in 2014, our vision for 2015 and beyond
is for us to continue to work towards reshaping and
reinventing the Maltese professional services firm of the
future. I am pleased to report that we are well on the
way to doing that.
Towards the end of 2015, I announced that we had
acquired the Alert Group of Companies – one of Malta’s
leading ICT providers - which we will operate as Alert
Digital by Deloitte. We have now integrated close to 50
of the island’s most competent ICT professionals within
our new Consulting service line and I am most confident
that this acquisition will give us a leading edge in
the provision of technology services and solutions. In
addition, it will enable us to further assist our clients
with the adoption and implementation of new
strategies required in light of the continued evolution
to the digital economy and the impact of disruptive
innovation on traditional business models.
During the year we have continued to work on our
vision to further expand on the geographical reach of
the firm by working on opportunities in jurisdictions
outside our own and participating actively in regional
initiatives within the Deloitte global organisation. We
believe that this vision has particular appeal to our
millennials, as they seek to further broaden their
professional aspirations and horizons.
In financial terms, 2015 saw us consolidate the highly
positive revenue streams secured in 2014 and further
increase them by 1.9%, bringing our turnover for 2015
up to €21.4 million.
But even change requires consistency.
Our focus on supporting and encouraging the
development of our people is evergreen, as is our
commitment to upholding the highest professional
standards in all that we do. Our regulators, our clients,
our people and the public at large expect no less from
us and we must deliver. 2015 also saw the appointment
of one new principal.
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Our commitment to our community remains steadfast
and we wholeheartedly embrace the role that we are
expected to play in it. During the year we continued to
provide pro bono services and support to a number of
charitable and not for profit institutions on the island,
including The Malta Hospice Movement, VolCare and
Young Enterprise, to name a few.
We seek to foster and promote a culture of diversity
and inclusion by encouraging respect for, and an
appreciation of, different cultures, and by cultivating a
diverse and inclusive workplace. During the year under
review we employed a total of 25 different nationalities,
14 of which are from outside the EU.
We continue to strive to excel in our client delivery. Our
clients are our life blood. We appreciate that they can
make choices and we are grateful for their business. We
can only be certain of winning their loyalty by providing
them with a distinctive service and a measurable impact.
2015 saw the retirement of Andrew Manduca, our
former chairman, and one of the founders of this
firm. Andrew needs no introduction in the business
community, and his enormous contribution, not only
to this firm but more broadly to Malta’s success in the
financial services industry, need no elaboration. On
behalf of all the team at Deloitte - Thank you Andrew.

Our vision for 2015 and
beyond is for us to continue
to work towards reshaping
and reinventing the Maltese
professional services firm of
the future. I am pleased to
report that we are well on
the way to doing that.

A further note of thanks and appreciation must go to
all our people, who continue to support the firm in
no uncertain manner, and who are so instrumental in
driving it in pursuit of its objectives and in weaving the
fabric with which the firm is made.
In conclusion, whilst I am cognisant of the economic
pressures, geo-political turmoil and market uncertainties
that are today, more than ever, so evident in the
international arena, I am enormously satisfied with what
we have achieved. I am proud to say that today we
are in a great place. We are well positioned to take on
the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead, and to
strive in our quest to make an impact that matters.

Malcolm Booker
Chief Executive Officer, Deloitte Malta
March 2016
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A further note of thanks
and appreciation must go
to all our people, who
continue to support the
firm in no uncertain
manner, and who are so
instrumental in driving it in
pursuit of its objectives and
in weaving the fabric with
which the firm is made.
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2.1 Performance

The firm’s revenue for the year ended 31 December
2015 grew by 1.9% to €21.4 million as follows:
REVENUE BY AUDIT vs. OTHER SERVICES

REVENUE BY CLIENT LOCATION

€6.7M

62%

€21.4 M

€21.4 M

€14.7M

38%

Audit services

Clients operating overseas

Other services

Clients operating in Malta

2015

2014

2013

€21.4 M
(+1.9%)

€21.0 M
(+19.8%)

€17.6 M
(+2.3%)

Total

€6.7 M
(+3.1%)

€6.5 M
(+8.0%)

€6.0 M
(+9.1%)

Audit
services

€14.7 M
(+1.4%)

€14.5 M
(+25.9%)

€11.6 M
(-0.9%)

Other
services

Whilst international client work continued to grow,
work for significant Maltese client groups also registered
growth. International client work (excluding foreign
owned companies operating in the local market) and
overseas secondments accounted for 62% of revenue.

SERVICES PROVIDED TO AUDIT/NON-AUDIT CLIENTS

Percentage growth is calculated on underlying data, rounded.

Revenue comprises amounts receivable for engagements
where the firm acted as principal.
As defined in sub-article 2(1) of the Maltese
Accountancy Profession Act, audit work means the
audit of historical financial statements, inclusive of the
statutory audit. Audit fees also include fees earned for
secondment of audit staff to other Deloitte network
offices.
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46%

of services were
provided to audit
clients

54%

of services were
provided to
non-audit clients

During 2015, the firm was organised along the
following three main service lines:
Audit
Leader: Sarah Curmi

Financial Advisory

Tax

Leader: Raphael Aloisio

Leader: Marc Alden

REVENUE BY SERVICE LINE

REVENUE BY CLIENT TYPE

5%

18%

8%

31%

€21.4 M

12%

€21.4 M
75%

51%

Audit

PIEs

Tax

Affiliates

Financial Advisory

Other regulated
Other

SERVICE LINE GROWTH RATES
Financial Advisory

During 2015 the maximum revenue earned from any one client group to whom we
provide audit services was substantially below the threshold set out in the Code of
Ethics for Warrant Holders and international independence rules.
The firm’s largest audit accounted for between 1% and 2% of total revenue.

+11.4%
Audit

+3.1%

Tax

The firm continued to win new mandates and referrals from other Deloitte member
firms in a wide range of jurisdictions as it continues to promote Malta as an attractive
jurisdiction in which to locate businesses. New significant client relationships were
formed with clients from the USA, the Middle East, China, and Russia, amongst others.

-1.8%

Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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2.2 Firm leadership 2015

Principals of the firm during 2015

8

Malcolm Booker
Chief Executive Officer

Andrew Manduca
Chairman

Marc Alden
Tax Services Leader

Raphael Aloisio
Financial Advisory
Leader

Nick Captur
Clients & Industries
Leader

Conrad Cassar
Torregiani
Cross-Border Tax Leader

Chris Curmi
Global Employer
Services Leader

Sarah Curmi
Audit Business Leader

David Delicata
Director - Audit

Paul Darmanin
Accounting, Payroll &
Outsourcing Leader

Dimitrios Goranitis
Banking Leader

Mark Grech
Indirect Tax Services
Leader

Paul Manduca
Principal - Financial
Services Industry

Stephen Paris
Financial Services
Industry Leader and
Enterprise Risk Services
Leader

Bernard Scicluna
Risk & Reputation
Leader and National
Professional Practice
Director

Craig Schembri
Director - Tax

Annabelle Zammit
Pace
Director - Audit

Senior appointment
With effect from 1 July 2015, Giselle Cini was promoted
to the position of Principal within our IFRS Technical
function.
Giselle has established herself as a key player in
the development of the firm’s technical accounting
department, specialising in the accounting treatment of
financial instruments and providing technical support
and advice on IFRS-related matters. Giselle’s promotion
is testimony to the importance given by the firm to
maintaining the highest level of technical quality.

Michael Bianchi
Principal - Financial
Services Industry

David Bonett
Principal - Financial
Advisory

Ian Coppini
Principal - Financial
Services Industry

Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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2.3 Talent

At Deloitte Malta we work hard to ensure that our
traditional ‘family’ environment is retained despite the
firm growing considerably. In the year under review the
percentage of expatriates working in the Malta firm rose
to 23% from 15%. As this number continues to increase
we are working to ensure that we harness the best
elements of cultural diversity—this epitomises the global
nature of Deloitte.

FULL TIME STAFF SPLIT

39

36

294

With such a diverse talent pool, we are moving to
encourage a wider spectrum of academic backgrounds,
enhancing and adding to our service lines, and striving
for the recruitment of the best talent.

FULL TIME STAFF
219

Professional staff

TOTAL STAFF COMPLEMENT*

Staff pursuing professional studies
Support staff and non-qualified staff

STUDENTS’ SPLIT

144

478

TOTAL STAFF
40

36
294
8

Full time professional and support staff,
and staff pursuing professional studies
Part time staff and staff on reduced
hours
Deloitte Pathway students at the
University of Malta and ACA full-time
students
*The total staff complement excludes personnel forming part of the
Alert Group of Companies. Full integration took place during the first
quarter of 2016.
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180

STUDENTS ENROLLED ON
OUR PROGRAMMES FOR
TERTIARY EDUCATION

136

Deloitte Pathway students at the
University of Malta
ACA full-time students
Full time staff studying for an ACCA
qualification

FULL TIME vs. PART-TIME STAFF

STAFF BY NATIONALITY

14%

23%

part time

86%

of staff are Maltese

14% of staff work on reduced hours or on a part-time
basis as part of our family friendly measures.

STAFF BY AGE

52%

52% 48%

of expatriates
hail from
non-EU
countries

77%

full time

of staff are aged
over 30

of staff are
expatriates

of expatriates
hail from EU
countries

To date there are currently 25 different nationalities
present within the Malta firm ranging from Bulgarians to
Uzbeks. In 2015 new expatriate staff joined us from Italy,
the United Kingdom, Greece, Poland, Bulgaria, Estonia,
Slovakia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, South Africa, Mexico,
China, Indonesia, and Pakistan. In all, 69 members of
staff are expatriates, representing 23% of our total staff
complement. Of these, 48% are from the EU. There are
20 languages spoken fluently in the office.

STAFF BY GENDER

48%

of staff are aged
under 30

Managerial staff by gender

36%

51%

49%

64%

in managerial
roles

in managerial
roles

Within the Malta firm 49% of staff are female. There
are 29 female managers, senior managers and directors,
representing 36% of the total in management roles.

Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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2.3 Talent

Career information day

Opportunity Deloitte

Each year, Deloitte Malta holds a career information day
at its offices as a means of showcasing opportunities for
those considering a career in professional services, and
which creates an opportunity for students to interact
with their prospective colleagues at Deloitte. This makes
it possible for students to ask questions in an informal
setting whilst appreciating the work ethic and office
culture that leads to our positive working environment.

As part of its ongoing efforts to encourage students
to take up a career in professional services, in 2014,
Deloitte Malta launched the “Opportunity Deloitte”
programme. This programme is targeted towards
secondary and sixth form students and aims to
introduce students to the professional services world by
offering advice and training, and by informing students
of the opportunities available within this area. The
programme also includes soft skills training, training on
interview techniques, and presentation skills. Through
this programme, Deloitte Malta works hand in hand
with stakeholders who have considerable influence on
their students’ careers. Identifying opportunities and
indicating ways to get there is in essence what the
programme is about.

University of Malta Freshers’ Week

School fairs

Freshers’ Week officially marks the start to a new
scholastic year at the University of Malta. Our presence
at this event makes it possible to introduce freshers to
the world of professional services and to the various
opportunities available whilst enabling our people to
meet with prospective students and offer them advice
and information.

During the course of the year, Deloitte Malta also
actively participated in various career fairs organised
in different schools, sixth form colleges and institutes
promoting the professions available at Deloitte, as well
as the world of professional services in general.
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Our focus on supporting
and encouraging the
development of our
people is evergreen, as is
our commitment to
upholding the highest
professional standards in
all that we do.
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2.4 Making an impact that matters
The Deloitte Purpose

With a defined Purpose
to lead us, Deloitte
acts with courage and
conviction to make an
impact that matters
every day—across our
businesses and around
the world
Every day we challenge ourselves to do what matters
most - for clients, for our people, and for society.
We serve clients distinctively, bringing innovative
insights, solving complex challenges and unlocking
sustainable growth.
We inspire our talented professionals to deliver
outstanding value to clients, providing an exceptional
career experience and an inclusive and collaborative
culture.
We contribute to society, building confidence and trust
in the markets, upholding integrity of organisations and
supporting our communities.
Our shared values guide the way we behave to make a
positive, enduring impact:
• Integrity
• Outstanding value to markets and clients
• Commitment to each other
• Strength from cultural diversity
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At Deloitte, we are guided by a common purpose: To
make an impact that matters. Our Purpose defines who
we are and why we exist. It holds true across our entire
network, transcending the everyday and uniting our
225,000-plus practitioners around a shared purpose to
make an impact that matters.
With a defined Purpose to lead us, Deloitte acts with
courage and conviction to make an impact that matters
every day—across our businesses and around the world.
Every day we challenge ourselves to identify the issues
that are most important for clients, our people, and for
society—and how we can make an impact that matters
on those issues.

Making an impact that matters on our clients

International Tax Review National Tax Firm and tier
one tax practice
The Deloitte Malta tax practice plays a significant
role in contributing towards Malta’s development
and innovation as a jurisdiction in an increasingly
sophisticated tax environment and also contributes
a significant amount of effort in promoting Malta
overseas. In 2015 Deloitte Malta was awarded National
Tax Firm by International Tax Review at the European
Tax Awards in London. This is the fourth time that the
Malta firm has won this award, reaffirming our desire to
be recognised as the standard of excellence in all that
we do.
Deloitte Malta continues to be recognised by
International Tax Review as a tier one tax practice. We
have been recognised at this level throughout Malta’s
inclusion in this recognised and comprehensive guide to
the world’s leading tax firms.

Deloitte Tax Bundle and Malta Tax Bundle Online
Since its introduction in 2012, the Deloitte Tax Bundle
– a selection of Malta’s tax laws and related guidance –
has proved to be an extremely useful tool for students,
academics, and tax and finance professionals alike in
facilitating access to source legislation underpinning the
complex field of taxation. The Tax Bundle is published
with the kind permission of the Ministry for Justice,
Culture and Local Government.
The online version of the Deloitte Tax Bundle is updated
at regular intervals, making it possible for users to
access updated relevant data as and when required. The
Online Tax Bundle incorporates additional secondary
legislation, schedules, relevant tax guidelines, and
selected EU directives via a dedicated portal. Whilst
the portal features links to tax resources, calculators,
downloadable applications, as well as an interactive
tax treaty map, the online version of the Tax Bundle
has been developed using a combination of responsive
web design and flipbook technology, to give a more
interactive and user-friendly experience whether viewed
on one’s laptop, tablet, or mobile device.
Industry surveys
We support the Malta Hotels and Restaurants Association
(MHRA) through sponsorship, surveys, and thought
leadership. We continue to provide the local tourism
industry with the leading hotel survey as we carry out
the Bank of Valletta (BOV) MHRA hotel industry survey
which is now in its 17th year. Additional specialist surveys
were also carried out for other sub-sectors of the tourism
industry to assess the impact of changing trends and
challenges ahead. The success of local surveys also led
to our clients putting forward proposals for regional
industry surveys to their industry associations.
Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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2.4 Making an impact that matters
The Deloitte Purpose
Making an impact that matters on our clients

The Digital Government Transformation Survey

During the course of 2015, we published various
articles, newsletters, fact sheets, and technical or
industry updates for our clients. We also held various
seminars and conferences in which both internal and
external experts were invited to discuss developments in
their field. These included the Asset Management Forum
held at the Deloitte premises in Mriehel and the firm’s
participation in The Lugano Fund Forum - an event
focused on asset management, investment tools, and
fundamental analysis.

Deloitte Malta took part in a Deloitte Digital global
survey involving 1,200 government officials from over
70 countries. The resulting publication, entitled “The
Journey to Government’s Digital Transformation”
contained an overview along with country-specific
results, providing insight and comparisons between
countries in the space of Public Sector Digital
Transformation. It was noted that Malta was one of the
top performers in the survey.

Photo: MIM

Industry publications and events

MIM International Tax Conference, MIM VAT & EU
Conference
Once again, Deloitte Malta sponsored and provided
speakers for these two annual events organised by the
Malta Institute of Management (MIM). Our participation
in these two events forms part of our broader support
for ongoing learning in the field of taxation.
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Making an impact that matters on our people

Overseas experience

Staff social activities

Secondments gave our staff the opportunity to obtain
work experience in a wide range of locations, as diverse
as London, Jersey, and Luxembourg. There was a 26%
increase in the number of man-weeks our staff spent on
overseas secondments compared to the previous year.

Each year, the firm organises a number of social
activities for its staff and students. These events present
a great opportunity for our people to interact socially
across our different service lines and functions. These
events include the Christmas staff lunch and party, the
summer barbecue, and Sports Day, amongst others. The
firm also periodically organises team-building activities
split by service line/function.

Summer Programme 2015

The Hashtag - Internal newsletter

The firm’s Summer Programme has been developed
with the aim of ensuring a better transition from student
life to the working world. It is a programme that has
responded to the needs of students who have felt that
their course requires more practical application.

In February 2015, Deloitte Malta launched The Hashtag
- an internal newsletter distributed to all staff every two
weeks. This enables our people to better communicate,
inform and engage with one another. The Hashtag is
an interactive tool which is constantly kept alive by our
people and the content they contribute.

Through the Summer Programme, students enrolled
on our Pathway programmes are given the opportunity
to work with us during the summer - this gives the
students an incredible insight into how a career is built
at Deloitte and an opportunity to interact with leaders
in their field.

Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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2.4 Making an impact that matters
The Deloitte Purpose
Making an impact that matters on society

Junior Achievement Young Enterprise

ELSA Malta

Deloitte Malta continues to support the Junior
Achievement Young Enterprise Deloitte Company
Programme – a programme through which sixth form
students are given the opportunity to learn about
enterprise, entrepreneurship, business and economics
in a practical way. The firm also sponsors the Business
Plan award and the Financial Statements award. In
addition to financial support, we also provide premises,
judges, and operational assistance throughout the
programme which is key to contributing towards the
development and entrepreneurial spirit of each student
who participates. Two of the participating students are
also offered a summer placement with the firm.

In 2015, Deloitte Malta continued to collaborate with
ELSA – The European Law Students’ Association in Malta
– through a lead sponsorship. ELSA aims to provide
students with exposure and the possibility to publish
their research.

ASCS
Throughout 2015, Deloitte Malta continued to support
ASCS – the Association of Students of Commercial
Studies – an association representing all students in the
Faculty of Economics, Management and Accountancy
(FEMA). ASCS aims “to promote and enhance the
student’s professional presence and image through
awareness in our society”.
18

Once again, Deloitte Malta collaborated with ELSA
Malta to organise Tax Law Fundamentals – a series of
lectures introducing students to the fundamentals of
Maltese tax law as well as a number of key principles
of international and European taxation through four
sessions, offering a head-start to those who might
potentially be interested in this particular area of law.
This series of lectures and presentations has been
running for a number of years and has always been a
success among law students.

Raising funds for worthy causes

VolCare

Each year, Deloitte Malta organises a number of
initiatives in order to raise funds for worthy causes.
These include a Donate As You Earn scheme through
which staff are encouraged to donate a small sum from
their monthly salary, fielding a Deloitte Malta team in
the Vodafone Malta Marathon in order to raise funds,
Jeans Day on the last Friday of every month, and a
number of raffles throughout the year.

During the summer of 2015, as part of the Deloitte
Malta Summer Programme, students were given
the opportunity to spend two mornings a week at
homes for the elderly. This initiative was organised
in collaboration with VolCare, an organisation which
promotes voluntary services through the engagement
of active citizens and corporate entities. Through this
experience, students were able to discover the richness
of giving something back to the community and the
value of being around the elderly.

The Malta Hospice Movement and Beating Hearts were
selected to be the two main beneficiaries of funds raised
through the 2015 fund raising activities.
The Malta Hospice Movement is a voluntary
organisation providing and promoting the highest
standards of palliative care for persons with cancer,
motor neurone disease, and other terminal diseases.

viewingmalta.com

Beating Hearts Malta is an independent non-profit
making foundation established primarily to support the
needs of parents having children born with a Congenital
Heart Defect.

Theatre Museum, Valletta

Fondazzjoni Patrimonju Malti
As part of its ongoing efforts to support culture, art,
and our national heritage, Deloitte Malta is a sponsor
of Fondazzjoni Patrimonju Malti – a non-profit making
organisation aimed at spreading awareness of the
island’s extensive heritage locally and internationally,
through museums, exhibitions, and publications.

Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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This transparency report
demonstrates our
commitment to audit
quality and to the culture
of integrity, professional
excellence, and
accountability that
underpins our organisation.
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3.6 Audits of Public Interest Entities (PIEs)

As a firm, we are dedicated to serving investors, the public interest, and the
companies we audit. This transparency report demonstrates our commitment
to audit quality and to the culture of integrity, professional excellence, and
accountability that underpins our organisation. You are invited to learn more
about Deloitte Malta and its commitment to quality in this transparency report.
This is a regulatory report prepared pursuant to the provisions of article 18 of
the Maltese Accountancy Profession Act relevant to audit firms which carry
out statutory audits of Public Interest Entities (PIEs), and is published on the
Deloitte Malta website (www.deloitte.com/mt) within three months of each
calendar year.
This transparency report is in respect of the calendar year 2015.
The term ‘Deloitte Malta’ is used in section “3. Transparency Report” to
refer to Deloitte Audit Limited, a Maltese entity authorised to practice as an
audit firm in Malta, together with its connected undertakings in line with
the definition of ‘audit firm’ as set out in sub-article 2(1) of the Maltese
Accountancy Profession Act. Unless the context requires otherwise, use of the
term ‘firm’ is also meant to refer to Deloitte Malta.

Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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3.1 Introduction

New EU-inspired provisions in Act VIII of January 2016
amended the composition of the Accountancy Board
within the Ministry for Finance, which is the regulator
of the local accountancy profession. The amendments
create a board of seven members, none of whom can
be practicing auditors, assisted by two practitioners who
are obliged to leave the meeting room each time there
is dissent among board members or a vote is taken. This
is a very small and early part of much more substantial
amendments to be enacted around mid-2016 in
order to implement recently revised EU rules on the
European statutory audit market, particularly relating
to the audit of banks, insurance and listed companies
(better known as Public Interest Entities or PIEs). The
January amendments are based on the striking premise
that audit practitioners are to be precluded from the
regulation of their own profession, with an exception
for former audit practitioners if sufficiently cooled-off for
three years.

This is leading the major audit
firms to innovate in audit
methodology so as to achieve
enhanced audit quality
through more effective and
efficient technology solutions

22

The imminent EU bulk amendments will require, in the
case of PIEs, restrictions on the provision of non-audit
services to audit clients, and the introduction of a
phased approach to mandatory audit firm rotation.
These amendments will generally relate to the statutory
audit of financial statements for accounting periods
ending on or after 30 June 2017 (e.g. 31 December
2017 year-end), though special transitional rules
apply in the case of mandatory audit firm rotation. EU
changes requiring less brass plate and more entityspecific tailored auditor reporting will also apply for
PIEs. However similar new rules on enhanced auditor
reporting in international standards on auditing come
into force earlier for listed entities for the statutory audit
of financial statements for accounting periods ending
on or after 15 December 2016 (e.g. 31 December 2016
year-end).

A staff publication issued by the New York based
International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants
(IESBA) in January 2016 provides guidance on “Ethical
considerations relating to audit fee setting in the context
of downward fee pressure”. This reflects an international
reality of generally static or decreasing audit fees within
a context of generally increasing expectations and
requirements on statutory auditors. In other words,
asking auditors to do more work for the same or less
fees. This is leading the major audit firms to innovate
in audit methodology so as to achieve enhanced audit
quality through more effective and efficient technology
solutions.
New accounting standards of quasi-pervasive
application will come into effect in the coming years
such as IFRS 9 on financial instruments, IFRS 15 on
revenue and IFRS 16 on leases. Within this context it
is worth noting that IESBA refined its guidance on the
provision of book-keeping assistance to audit clients in
April 2015 (effective for audits of financial statements
for periods commencing on or after 15 April 2016).
These are always of special relevance locally due to the
increasingly complex international accounting rules and
the small pool of technical expertise generally available
at local audit clients, particularly at the smaller end of
the scale.

2015 also saw the EU-inspired revision of local
accounting rules for small and medium sized entities,
including the evolution of Malta’s GAPSE (General
Accounting Principles for Smaller Entities) into GAPSME
(General Accounting Principles for Small and MediumSized Entities).
Changes in the pipeline from IESBA as per their
February 2016 Exposure Draft focus on the length of
cooling-off periods for rotated engagement principals,
quality control reviewers and other key audit principals
(including new five year time-off periods under
consideration), restrictions on permitted activities of
rotated principals during their time-off period (including
prohibition from serving as client relationship principals),
and a focus on long association of audit personnel
of any grade to the same audit client (which may be
challenging for practitioners with a small number of
audit staff).
All in all, quite a lot to keep us on our toes.

Bernard Scicluna
National Professional Practice Director, Deloitte Malta
March 2016

Deloitte Malta’s revenue for the year ended 31 December
2015 amounted to €21.4 million, of which, €6.7 million
related to audit fees. Further information in this regard can be
found on page 6.
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3.2 Ownership and operating
structure
During 2015, the firm’s core operating entities, namely
Deloitte Audit Limited, Deloitte Services Limited, Deloitte
Technology Solutions Limited, and Deloitte Consulting
Limited were beneficially owned by a partnership
comprising 13 limited liability companies, hereinafter
referred to as the “Ownership Entities”. These entities are
also the partners in the Deloitte Malta civil partnership.
The activities of the Deloitte Malta civil partnership
comprise solely of the governance, treasury, compliance,
human resources, and all logistics and support activities
required by the operating entities.

Deloitte Holdings Limited is an intermediate ownership
entity which acts as a trustee of The Deloitte Trust
(Trust) for the benefit of the Ownership Entities referred
to above in the holding of the shares in Deloitte Audit
Limited, Deloitte Services Limited, Deloitte Technology
Solutions Limited, and Deloitte Consulting Limited. The
Trust is considered desirable so as to retain the flexibility
provided by the civil partnership model, when regulating
individual partnership interests and changes therein over
time, within the context of limited liability companies
and the consequential division of capital/interests into
shares.

Each one of these 13 Ownership Entities is beneficially
A diagram of the operating and ownership structure, as
owned by one individual, each of whom also acts as sole
director for each Ownership Entity respectively. Ownership at 31 December 2015, is set out below.
Entities participate in the profits available for distribution.

DTT 01 LTD

Ownership

DTT 03 LTD

DTT 05 LTD

DTT 06 LTD

DTT 07 LTD

DTT 08 LTD

DTT 09 LTD

DTT 10 LTD

DTT 11 LTD

DTT 12 LTD

DTT 13 LTD

DTT 14 LTD

DTT 15 LTD

Deloitte
Partnership

Infrastructure

Deloitte Holdings Ltd
as trustee of
"The Deloitte Trust"

Client services
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Deloitte Audit
Ltd

Deloitte
Services Ltd

Deloitte
Technology
Solutions Ltd

Deloitte
Consulting Ltd

3.3 Governance

Deloitte Malta’s activities are directed and managed by
its Chief Executive Officer (CEO).
The CEO is supported by an Executive Committee and
by a Risk & Governance Committee. The committees
are responsible for discussing issues and for preparing
proposals on relevant matters for approval by the full
board of directors. Additional working groups were also
constituted during the year to deal with various ad hoc
matters.
During 2015, the Executive Committee was made up
of the CEO, the three service line leaders, the Risk &
Reputation Leader, the Clients & Industries Leader, the
Financial Services Industry Group Leader, and other
directors as invited by the CEO.
The Risk & Governance Committee is the committee
responsible for the firm’s governance. As at 31
December 2015, this committee was composed as
follows:
Malcolm Booker

Chief Executive Officer

Bernard Scicluna

Risk & Reputation Leader and
National Professional Practice
Director

Principals of the firm
The individuals who were authorised to sign audit
reports on behalf of the firm during 2015 are set out in
the table below.
Name

Authorised to sign audit
reports on behalf of the
firm

Marc Alden
Raphael Aloisio
Malcolm Booker
Nick Captur
Conrad Cassar
Torregiani
Chris Curmi
Sarah Curmi

✓

Paul Darmanin

✓

David Delicata

✓

Mark Grech
Dimitrios Goranitis
Andrew Manduca

Conrad Cassar Torregiani

Stephen Paris

Marc Alden

Craig Schembri

Sarah Curmi

Bernard Scicluna

✓

Annabelle Zammit Pace

✓

Michael Bianchi

✓

Meetings of the full board of directors, convening
representatives of all the corporate partners, are held
quarterly.
Regular service line meetings are held to manage and
discuss operational matters at a service line level and are
chaired by the respective service line leader. The three
service lines were headed up as follows:
Audit

Sarah Curmi

Tax

Marc Alden

Financial Advisory

Raphael Aloisio

✓

David Bonett
Ian Coppini

✓

Paul Manduca

✓

Giselle Cini*
Biographical notes on each principal may be found on
the firm’s website www.deloitte.com/mt/leadership.
*Appointed in July 2015

The firm’s National Professional Practice Director also
acts as the firm’s compliance principal in terms of the
Accountancy Profession Act. The compliance principal,
acting on behalf of and under the instructions of the
firm, is responsible for ensuring compliance with the
provisions of the Accountancy Profession Act and
regulations or directives issued under it.
Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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3.4 Deloitte Malta and the
Deloitte network

Deloitte´s presence worldwide

Deloitte Malta is the Malta member firm of the Deloitte
network. The Deloitte network is comprised of firms
which are members of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (DTTL)
Limited, an English company limited by guarantee.
DTTL does not provide professional services to clients,
or direct, manage, control, or own any interest in any
member firm or any member firm’s affiliated entities.
Member firms in the Deloitte network provide services
to clients, either directly or through their affiliates
(member firms and their affiliates are collectively referred
to herein as “member firms”). Member firms operate
under the Deloitte brand and related names, including
“Deloitte,” “Deloitte & Touche,” “Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu”, and “Tohmatsu.”
Member firms provide professional services in
particular geographic areas and are subject to the
laws, regulations, and professional requirements of the
jurisdictions in which they operate. Each member firm is
structured differently in accordance with, among others,
national laws, regulations, and customary practices.
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Member firms are not subsidiaries or branch offices
of DTTL and do not act as agents for DTTL or other
member firms. Rather, they are locally-formed entities
with their own ownership structure independent of
DTTL, which have voluntarily become members of the
Deloitte network with a primary purpose to coordinate
their approach to client service, professional standards,
shared values, methodologies, and systems of quality
control and risk management. DTTL has adopted certain
policies and protocols in each of these areas in an
effort to establish a consistently high level of quality,
professional conduct, and service in all member firms.
This structure confers significant strengths, combining
high quality standards and methodologies with a
deep understanding of local markets and a sense of
responsibility and initiative among professionals who
have a direct stake in the integrity and growth of their
respective practices.

3.5 Quality control procedures

Deloitte Malta provides audit services through its
engagements with clients. When taken as a whole,
this overview provides a summary of the firm’s quality
control policies and procedures related to such
engagements, and is organised into the following
sections:
• Leadership responsibilities for the system of quality
control
• Ethical requirements
• Human resources
• Client and engagement acceptance and continuance
• Engagement performance

Leadership responsibilities for the system of
quality control
The firm maintains policies and procedures to promote
an internal culture based on the recognition that
quality is our number one priority. The firm focuses on
professional excellence as the foundation for aiming
to achieve outstanding audit quality on a consistent
basis. While the firm’s leadership assumes ultimate
responsibility for the system of quality control, the
firm’s compliance principal is assigned operational
responsibility for the firm’s quality control system and
has sufficient and appropriate experience and ability,
as well as the necessary authority, to assume that
operational responsibility.

• Monitoring
The firm’s Risk & Governance Committee is satisfied that
the firm’s internal quality control system is effective in
providing reasonable assurance that the firm complies
with applicable professional standards and regulatory
and legal requirements.
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Ethical requirements
Ethics
The firm maintains policies and procedures that are
designed to provide reasonable assurance that it and its
principals, professional staff, and support staff comply
with relevant ethical requirements.

The firm provides communication channels through
which principals, professional staff, and support staff,
can consult on, and report, ethical issues and situations.
The firm reinforces its commitment to ethics and
integrity through communication tools, learning
programmes, compliance processes, and measurement
systems by way of an electronic staff feedback survey
conducted independently on an anonymous basis.
The firm requires all principals, professional staff, and
support staff to confirm annually that they have read
and understood the code of conduct and understand
that it is their responsibility to comply with it.
Independence
The firm has policies and procedures that are designed
to provide reasonable assurance that it complies with
applicable independence standards. These policies and
procedures are based on the Code, and are enhanced,
as appropriate, to reflect local standards or DTTL policies
which may be more restrictive.
The firm’s system and control relating to independence
are categorised into the following areas:
• Independence policies and procedures;

The ethical requirements for audit services and related
assurance services provided by the firm are the
DTTL policies and procedures which incorporate the
requirements and align with guidance set out in Parts A
and B of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
(Code) issued by the International Ethics Standards
Board for Accountants, a standard-setting body of the
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC).
The firm also complies with national requirements
embodied in the Accountancy Profession (Code of
Ethics for Warrant Holders) Directive (Directive Number
2) issued in terms of the Accountancy Profession Act.
When the national professional requirements are more
restrictive than the DTTL policies and procedures, the
firm follows the applicable national requirements.
The firm has appointed its compliance principal as chief
ethics officer, and has developed and implemented its
own code of conduct that describes, in some detail,
critical professional behaviour that reflects local customs,
regulations, and legal requirements.
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• Compliance business process tools, including the
Deloitte Entity Search and Compliance (DESC) System,
the Global Independence Monitoring System (GIMS),
confirmations and consultation;
• Business relationship assessments and monitoring;
• Independence learning;
• Monitoring of independence systems and controls
relating to personal independence, and engagement
and practice reviews;
• Disciplinary measures and actions;
• Assignment of responsibility for independence systems
and controls; and
• “Tone-at-the-top” culture relating to independence.

Independence policies and procedures

DESC system, GIMS, and confirmations

The firm’s independence policies and procedures
cover the firm and the firm’s principals, professional
staff, and support staff, and certain relatives of theirs,
where applicable. These policies and procedures
are, in some instances, more restrictive than the
independence standards in the Code and contain
specific independence requirements that are applicable
when the firm is to maintain independence with
respect to an audit client (“restricted entity”) and its
affiliates. Policies require that the firm and its principals
and professional staff determine, among other things,
whether an entity is a restricted entity before the firm, a
principal, or professional staff member (including their
spouse, spousal equivalent, and dependents) engage in
certain transactions with the entity. The firm, principals,
and managerial personnel enter their financial interests
and brokerage accounts into a tracking system (GIMS).
GIMS enables an electronic review of financial interests
and brokerage accounts to help identify if independence
restrictions may affect the ability to hold such items.
The firm obtains confirmations from its principals,
professional staff, and support staff upon joining the
firm, as well as ongoing confirmations on an annual
basis, that such individuals are in personal compliance
with the firm’s independence policies.

There are three related aspects of the firm’s systems
and controls related to the firm’s independence and the
personal independence of its principals, professional
staff, and support staff: DESC system, GIMS, and the
confirmation process. These three aspects support each
other in that:

The firm’s independence policies and procedures are
made available electronically to the firm’s principals,
professional staff, and support staff. Updates to
these policies and procedures are also made and
communicated electronically to the firm’s principals,
professional, and support staff. Moreover, other
independence-related materials are available on an
independence website. Reminders on policy and
other matters are routinely published as part of the
communications programme.
Policies and procedures are in place at the engagement
level to require the audit engagement principal to
consider independence matters during the course of an
audit engagement.

• Principals and professional staff search the DESC
system (which includes a database of internationally
restricted entities) and/or GIMS (which has a database
of financial interests and brokerage accounts),
to identify if an entity or its financial interests or
brokerage accounts are restricted;
• Principals and managerial personnel record their
financial interests and brokerage accounts in their
portfolios in GIMS; and
• The firm periodically confirms to DTTL its compliance
and the compliance of its principals, professional
staff, and support staff with the firm’s independence
policies.
DESC system
DESC is operated by DTTL on behalf of the DTTL member
firms. At a minimum, each DTTL member firm reports
the names of its audit clients and their affiliates that
meet the definition of an international restricted entity.
The policy definition of an international restricted entity
includes audit clients that may be of public interest.
Such restricted entity information is recorded in the
DESC system. The entity information provided by the
firm to DTTL is continuously updated to help ensure
its accuracy and completeness, including periodic
validation processes performed by engagement teams
and/or the DTTL member firms. Updates to the DESC
system’s entity information are made daily based upon
these processes. The firm’s principals and professional
staff access the DESC system online.
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The DESC system also has features that are used to
request and document approvals related to providing
services to an entity. In many jurisdictions, a restricted
entity’s audit committee or others charged with
governance must pre-approve services that will be
delivered within the restricted entity group. Where
such features are enabled, the DESC system’s features
establish a standard business process among the DTTL
member firms, whereby service requests are submitted
to the lead client service principal, who is responsible for
obtaining and documenting appropriate authorisations
prior to approving the service request.

Confirmations

GIMS for financial interests and brokerage accounts

The firm communicates with its principals and
members of staff regarding the consultation policies for
independence matters and identifies the individuals who
are to be contacted. Additionally, the firm consults with
DTTL’s independence group and other member firms
when the firm determines that additional input or advice
is needed under the circumstances.

Each DTTL member firm also identifies and reports the
publicly available securities and brokerage accounts
at financial institutions that are associated with an
international restricted entity. Such securities and
financial institutions are recorded in GIMS. GIMS is
operated by DTTL on behalf of the DTTL member firms,
and each DTTL member firm administers the related
monitoring processes related to its principals and
managerial personnel.
Principals and managerial personnel search DESC and/or
GIMS before acquiring a financial interest or establishing
a brokerage account, to determine if restrictions
apply that affect them. This includes investments and
brokerage accounts of a spouse, spousal equivalent, and
dependent. Principals and managerial personnel enter
defined types of such financial interests and accounts
into their individual portfolios in GIMS for monitoring
purposes. In addition, GIMS assists principals and
managerial personnel by identifying situations which
may not comply with the firm’s policies so that the
item may either be reviewed or corrected. When such a
situation is detected, the system advises the individual
that an independence-impairing situation may exist, and
poses questions which aid the individual to determine
whether or not the item is permitted in the particular
circumstances.
This includes generating notices to the individual in
situations where a once-permissible holding becomes
newly restricted, so that appropriate and timely actions
can be taken. The firm monitors and follows-up on such
notices until the individual resolves the item.
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The firm obtains confirmations from its principals,
professional staff, and support staff upon joining the
firm, as well as ongoing confirmations on an annual
basis. Annually, the firm reports to DTTL that the
firm has taken appropriate steps to obtain sufficient
evidence that it and its principals, professional staff,
and support staff comply with applicable independence
requirements, (including that the firm itself is
independent of restricted entities).
Consultation network

Business relationship assessments and monitoring
The firm has a business relationships assessment and
monitoring process. The objective of such process is to
ensure that any business relationship entered into with
a restricted entity or its management, or substantial
shareholders does not impair independence with respect
to that restricted entity.
Independence learning
The firm provides principals and professional staff with
learning opportunities to enable them to understand
and apply the independence policies. An orientation
session is held for all new hires and compulsory
e-learning or classroom training is held annually for
principals and professional staff.
Monitoring of independence systems and
controls relating to personal independence, and
engagement and practice reviews
Inspection of personal independence
On a periodic basis, the firm inspects principals and
managerial personnel for compliance with the firm’s
independence policies and procedures. The objective of
the inspection and testing programme is to determine
whether the representations and information submitted
by principals and managerial personnel relating to
independence matters and the information contained in
GIMS are accurate and complete.

The firm provides principals and
professional staff with learning
opportunities to enable them to
understand and apply the
independence policies
Inspection of firm’s compliance
Compliance with independence policies at both a firm
level and at a client level is reviewed during external
quality assurance reviews. Please see the details of
engagement and practice reviews in the Monitoring
section on page 36 of this report, including the dates of
the last external quality assurance reviews.
Disciplinary measures and actions
The firm has disciplinary procedures in place to
address non-compliance with the firm’s independence
policies and procedures. These disciplinary procedures
are designed to provide an appropriate response to
breaches of such policies and procedures by principals,
professional staff, and support staff.
Assignment of responsibility for independence
systems and controls
The compliance principal exercises the role of director
of independence with the responsibility to implement
and maintain quality controls over independence. More
specifically, the Director of Independence is responsible
for taking the lead on all significant independence
issues within the firm, including the implementation and
maintenance of the firm’s business processes related to:
• Independence consultations
• Independence learning programmes
• Restricted entity information in the DESC system
• Use and monitoring of the features of the DESC
system
• Use and monitoring of GIMS
• Annual confirmations

Communication channels exist between the firm’s
Director of Independence, firm management, and DTTL’s
independence group.
DTTL has assigned a senior leader and DTTL
independence team members who provide access to
timely and accurate information designed to facilitate
the independence function at the firm level.
“Tone-at-the-top” culture relating to independence
Firm leadership reinforces the importance of
compliance with independence and related quality
control standards, thereby setting the appropriate
“tone-at-the-top” and instilling its importance into the
professional values and culture of the firm. Strategies
and procedures to communicate the importance
of independence to principals, professional staff,
and support staff have been adopted, emphasising
each individual’s responsibility to understand the
independence requirements.
Basis for audit principals’ remuneration
The remuneration of audit principals is principally in
the form of a fixed salary. The firm ensures that no
remuneration to audit principals is based on criteria
relating to any specific client sub-grouping or to any
specific sub-grouping of services provided, thus ensuring
maximum independence of mind as the audit principals
go about their duties.
Conflicts of interest
Potential conflicts of interest are considered on all
prospective engagements and prior to the firm entering
into a financial or business relationship with a third
party. The firm has policies and procedures in place to
identify potential conflicts of interest in connection with
the firm either:
1. Accepting a prospective engagement; or
2. Entering into certain business or financial
relationships with another entity.
The Deloitte Conflict Checking System (DCCS) is
designed to support the firm’s conflict checking business
process to identify and manage potential conflicts
relating to business relationships. DCCS also provides
an automated means of cross-border conflict checking.
Local conflict checks are carried out through the firm’s
client and engagement acceptance system.

• Testing and inspection programmes
• Disciplinary processes
Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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Human resources
The firm’s Human Resources department is entrusted
with the overall responsibility of ensuring that the firm is
successful in its efforts to attract, develop, advance, and
retain its human resources. The appropriate policies and
procedures are in place to provide reasonable assurance
that it has sufficient principals and professional staff
with the competencies, capabilities, and commitment to
ethical principles necessary to perform engagements in
accordance with professional standards and applicable
legal and regulatory requirements and enable the firm to
issue reports that are appropriate in the circumstances.
Recruitment
Effective recruitment strategies and selection processes
have been developed to ensure that principals and
professional staff have the required mix of technical
and interpersonal skills together with the commitment
to ethical principles. This ensures that suitably qualified
professionals are available to provide professional
services to clients. Further information on the various
programmes to attract students is given on our web
page: http://www2.deloitte.com/mt/en/pages/careers/
topics/mt-programmes.html.
Professional development
The purpose of Deloitte Malta’s developmental
programmes is to help principals and professional staff
enhance their technical and professional competence.
To complement on-the-job learning and development,
the firm provides continuing professional development
programmes in relevant audit areas.
Deloitte has developed a Global Excellence Model (gEm),
which is used to express the areas of personal capability
for principals and professional staff. The gEm model has
three main components: technical competencies which
are function specific, shared competencies which are
common across the functions, as well as competencies
for specialization. The Global Excellence Model is a
combination of knowledge, skills, and behaviours that
are necessary to perform the various roles within the
firm and forms the basis of our continuing professional
development programme.
All principals and professional staff take personal
responsibility to ensure that their own continuing
professional development and education is appropriate
to their roles, responsibilities, and professional
requirements. However, the firm has established a
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minimum level of continuing professional development
to be undertaken by principals and professional
staff within a specific period of time. This includes
a minimum of 120 hours of structured learning in
every three-year period (i.e., an average of 40 hours
per year) with a minimum of 25 hours of structured
learning per year, of which an annual minimum of 10
hours must be in core competency areas. To achieve
these levels of development, the firm offers structured
learning programmes such as internal or external
courses, seminars or e-learning, covering all areas of
the competency model. The continuing professional
education of the firm’s staff assists them to remain up
to date on regulatory changes, key compliance matters,
industry specific matters, and specialist skills available
across the firm in order to deliver high quality services
to clients.
During 2015, on average, our professional staff carried
out higher training hours than the amount required by
regulators and professional bodies. As anticipated, this
average has continued to increase as the complexity and
regulations in our profession increases.
Advancement
The firm has continued to develop the process and
procedures for career advancement of its staff members
who have the necessary qualifications, skills, and
competencies to fulfil their role and responsibilities.
During 2015 staff were reminded of the related
competencies required to perform at each level
effectively in their respective service line or function and
the process of periodic performance evaluation took
place in a consistent manner across the firm during both
the interim and annual performance reviews.
Retention
Deloitte Malta continues to adopt a sustained and
systematic approach to retention initiatives. Our
approach to our work environment is fundamental and
we persist in our endeavours to create and maintain
a workplace that attracts, retains, and develops good
people.
We do this by ensuring a culture and value system that
provides a healthy and safe environment, consistent
and fair operating policies and procedures as well as
the promotion of a value system based on integrity and
honesty.

We provide significant learning opportunities and
involve our staff in a number of activities that enhance
their personal growth which in turn forges a closer
relationship with the organisation.

In assessing acceptability of an engagement, client and
professional service risks are considered, which generally
include the following factors:

Sourcing staff feedback, implementing of family friendly
measures, as well as opportunities for mobility initiatives
both internally and internationally are some of the ways
in which we promote a positive corporate culture.

• Organisation and management structure

• Management characteristics and integrity

• Nature of the business
• Business environment
• Financial results

Client and engagement acceptance and
continuance
The firm has rigorous policies and procedures in place
for accepting prospective clients and engagements, and
assessing engagement risk, regardless of the proposed
services to be rendered.
These policies and procedures are designed to provide
the firm with reasonable assurance that it will only
accept engagements where it:
• Is competent to perform the engagement and has the
capabilities, including time and resources, to do so;
• Can comply with relevant ethical requirements,
including independence and conflicts of interest
assessments and considerations; and
• Has considered the integrity of the client, and does
not have information that would lead it to conclude
that the client lacks integrity.

• Business relationships and related parties
• Prior knowledge and experience
The firm’s engagement risk assessment procedures
identify related risks and provide a basis for tailoring the
audit approach in order to address engagement-specific
risks. The engagement risk assessment begins during
the engagement acceptance/continuation process, and
is an ongoing process that continues throughout the
engagement. Risk assessment tools and programmes
are encompassed in the audit approach and common
documentation to facilitate the comprehensive risk
assessment for planning the audit once the engagement
is accepted. On an annual basis, a portfolio risk review
is performed to assess whether the firm should maintain
existing client relationships.

Engagement risk classification associated with
accepting or continuing an engagement is assessed
as “normal,” “greater than normal,” or “much greater
than normal”, and is completed prior to accepting an
engagement. The engagement risk assessment process
includes approval by the recommending principal and
concurrence by at least one other firm principal that the
firm may accept the engagement.
In addition, the decision to accept or to continue an
appointment is approved by the firm’s compliance
principal, or his appointed delegate, if engagement risk
is assessed as “greater than normal” or “much greater
than normal”.
On international engagements, engagement acceptance
and continuance procedures are performed at the
local member-firm level. The firm does not assume the
acceptability of a client and/or the engagement merely
because it has been referred by another member firm.
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Engagement performance
Assignment of principals and professional staff to
audit engagements
The firm assigns responsibility for each audit
engagement to an audit engagement principal. The
firm’s policies define the responsibilities of the audit
engagement principal, and the identity and role of that
audit engagement principal is communicated to key
individuals of the client’s management team and those
charged with governance at the client.
Assignment of principals and professional staff to
audit engagements is made in a way to ensure that
the audit engagement team members have the
appropriate degree of proficiency for their role and
the responsibilities to be performed. An engagement
team ordinarily includes one or more of each of the
following: audit engagement principal, audit manager,
field senior, and staff. However, the engagement
team will be developed based on the size, nature,
and complexity of the entity’s operations. Every
audit engagement team is under the control and
supervision of the audit engagement principal to whom
responsibility for the conduct of all audit services on the
engagement is assigned. The audit manager assigned
to the engagement is responsible for providing primary
supervision and direction to the professional staff in the
execution of the audit plan and in the performance of
the audit engagement. The field senior is responsible for
the day-to-day supervision of the other members of the
engagement team.
The audit engagement principal considers many factors
to determine that the engagement team collectively has
the appropriate capabilities, competencies, and time to
perform the audit engagement. Factors considered in
this determination include, among others:
• The size and complexity of the entity’s business and
financial reporting requirements;
• Applicable independence considerations, including
any possible conflicts of interest; and
• The qualifications and experience of professional staff.

The engagement team will also call upon other
professional staff operating within different departments
of the firm to assist in the proper performance of an
audit engagement, most notably staff within the firm’s
technical accounting department, tax department, and
information technology and valuation specialists, as the
need arises. In certain cases the firm will also obtain
input from specialists within the DTTL network.
Audit approach
The firm utilises a proprietary tool known as
AuditSystem/2 which includes the audit approach,
common documentation, and enabling software
technology. The audit approach includes requirements
and guidance to assist in the planning and performance
of audit engagements, and is based on the International
Standards on Auditing issued by the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board of IFAC. The
common documentation and the enabling software
technology are tools that enhance the consistent
implementation of the audit approach and promote
effectiveness and efficiency. The following are the main
elements of the audit approach:
Understanding of the entity and its environment
An understanding of the entity and its environment,
including its internal control, to assess the risks of
material misstatement at the financial statement and
assertion level underpins the performance of an effective
audit. The firm’s audit teams develop this understanding
and assess financial statement risks in a number of ways,
including:
• Analysing financial information to identify trends and
unusual balances;
• Holding in-depth discussions with management and
those charged with governance;
• Considering the inherent nature of each significant
financial statement component and the risks
associated with that component;
• Assessing the extent to which technology is used in
the financial reporting process; and
• If applicable, reviewing internal audit findings.
As necessary, based on the nature of the entity’s
information systems and the extent to which technology
plays a role in the transaction processing and financial
reporting processes, information technology specialists
may be involved in the audit engagement.
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Testing the operating effectiveness of controls

Engagement quality control reviews

The engagement team obtains an understanding of the
entity’s internal control in each audit engagement. For
certain engagements, when included as a component of
the financial statement audit procedures, engagement
teams may also test the operating effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control in preventing or detecting and
correcting material misstatements.

An engagement quality control review is performed for
all audit engagements, with limited exceptions. The
review is performed by a principal or a manager who
is not directly involved in the engagement and who
has the appropriate experience and knowledge about
applicable accounting and auditing standards and
regulations. The engagement quality control reviewer is
not part of the engagement team and is not portrayed
in fact or appearance as a member of the engagement
team. Appropriate experience and knowledge includes
experience and knowledge of the entity’s industry,
economic environment, and accounting principles. For
all PIEs and all engagements classified as greater than
normal risk, the review is performed by a principal with
sufficient and appropriate experience and professional
qualifications to act as an engagement principal on
these types of audits. The reviewer is appropriately
briefed by the engagement team and conducts the
review in such a manner that sufficient knowledge and
understanding is obtained in order to reach conclusions.
The reviewer’s responsibility is to perform an objective
review of significant auditing, accounting, and financial
reporting matters, to document the procedures the
reviewer performed, and to conclude, based on all the
relevant facts and circumstances of which the reviewer
has knowledge, that no matters that have come to his
or her attention would cause the reviewer to believe that
the significant judgments made, and the conclusions
reached were not appropriate in the circumstances.

Audit procedures
Engagement teams develop the audit plan to
address the risks associated with the entity, the audit
engagement, and the financial statements as a whole.
Throughout the audit, engagement teams continually
assess risk and how audit findings bear on the audit
procedures. AuditSystem/2’s framework allows principals
and professional staff to modify the audit procedures to
address issues that arise in the course of the audit.
Use of experts
While the audit engagement principal retains
responsibility for all aspects of the engagement, there
are instances when the engagement team utilises
an expert. In such instances, an engagement team
evaluates whether the expert has the necessary
competence, capabilities, and objectivity, and whether
the expert’s work constitutes appropriate audit evidence
in support of the financial information.
Engagement documentation
The firm maintains policies and procedures to support
the prompt assembly and archiving of audit files. The
firm’s policies and procedures address the retention of
documents (in paper and electronic form), including
those that address the confidentiality, safe custody,
integrity, accessibility, and retrievability of archived
documentation.
Engagement team reviews
A review of the audit documentation is required to be
performed by a member of the engagement team who
has more experience than the preparer. In some cases,
elements of audit documentation may be reviewed by
several team members.

Consultation network and differences of opinions
The firm has established a consultation network to assist
in resolving issues identified by the engagement team.
Consultations include technical accounting and auditing
questions regarding the application and interpretation
of applicable standards and reporting issues, or on any
other matter pertaining to an audit engagement that
requires specialised knowledge.
To facilitate the technical consultation process, the firm
has an accounting and auditing consultation structure,
led by the National Professional Practice Director, with
specialised technical skills and experience in areas
such as technical auditing requirements and complex
accounting matters.
The firm maintains policies and procedures for the
resolution of differences of opinion among principals
and others who are assigned to the engagement team,
including those who are in a consultative capacity.
Deloitte Malta Year in Review and Transparency Report 2015
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3.5 Quality control procedures

Monitoring

Types of engagements reviewed

Annual quality assurance review

The engagements selected for review include national
engagements and inbound/outbound transnational
engagements (audits of financial statements that are or
may be used across national borders), including PIEs,
as well as a number of engagements that are classified
as having greater than normal risk. Some sensitive and
complex engagements (e.g., first-year engagements,
situations where there is a change in control, or
deteriorating financial condition) are also selected. All
major industries served by the firm are considered.

In accordance with DTTL policies, the audit practice of
the firm is subject to an annual quality assurance review,
commonly referred to as a “practice review”.
The annual practice review programme is designed to
assess the performance of every audit principal during
the three-year cycle, and at least one engagement for
each audit principal is selected to achieve this goal.
Consideration is also given to assessing the performance
of managers. Candidates for principal nomination would
ordinarily be expected to have been covered in the most
recent practice review prior to their expected admission.
The firm is responsible for the practice review. DTTL
provides guidance and oversight regarding the practice
review plans and procedures. The general coordination
and administration of the practice review programme is
the responsibility of the firm’s compliance principal, in
conjunction with the regional practice review director.

Reviewers include personnel chosen
from regional or international pools
and the assignment of reviewers is
based on skill level, industry
knowledge, and experience on
transnational engagements
The practice review plan, process, and results are
reviewed and concurred by a principal from another
member firm (the “external principal”) every year. The
external principal who is assigned this responsibility
works closely with the firm’s compliance principal and
the regional practice review director in overseeing and
challenging the planning.

Scope of practice reviews
Reviewers include personnel chosen from regional or
international pools and the assignment of reviewers is
based on skill level, industry knowledge, and experience
on transnational engagements. The reviews of individual
engagements consist of discussions with the principal
and/or manager responsible for the engagement and a
review of related reports, working papers, and, where
appropriate, correspondence files.
Engagements are reviewed to:
• Determine whether quality control procedures have
been properly applied to such engagements;
• Assess the adequacy of implementation of the audit
approach, including compliance with the policies and
procedures contained in the firm’s policy manuals;
• Monitor compliance with applicable local laws; and
• Assess the overall quality of service provided to clients.
The overall risk management and quality control policies
and procedures of the firm are also reviewed, including
the following:
• Risk management programme, including engagement
acceptance and continuance;
• Independence;
• Recruitment and advancement;
• Professional development;
• Information technology specialist reviews;
• Assignment of professional staff to audit
engagements;
• Consultation with firm experts;
• Consultation with outside experts; and
• Engagement quality control reviews.
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The firm is a registered audit firm with the Accountancy
Board within the Maltese Ministry of Finance. As such,
it is also open to oversight and practice inspection
visits by the Quality Assurance Oversight Committee, a
committee of the Accountancy Board, on a minimum
three year cycle.
Results of practice reviews
The findings and recommendations resulting from the
practice reviews are included in the firm’s audit quality
plan and presented to the firm’s CEO.
The purpose of the audit quality plan is to provide
suggestions for improvement in response to findings
noted, and to drive audit quality within the firm overall.
The firm addresses findings by drawing up a detailed
action plan setting out the action to be taken, the
person(s) responsible, and the timing to implement the
recommendations.
In addition, the firm communicates deficiencies
noted as a result of the practice review (if any) and
recommendations for appropriate remedial action to the
relevant principal and other appropriate personnel. The
firm also communicates, on an annual basis, the results
of the practice review and ongoing consideration and
evaluation of its system of quality control to its principals
and other appropriate individuals within the firm.

Dates of external quality assurance reviews
As part of the ongoing programme of annual practice
reviews of the Deloitte Malta firm audit practice,
the 2015 practice review was carried out under the
oversight of an audit partner from another DTTL
member firm.
An external review by an independent team drawn from
other DTTL member firms was performed during June
2015 in the area of Independence.
The Quality Assurance Unit, which is the executive arm
of the Quality Assurance Oversight Committee within
the local Ministry of Finance, last performed their
inspection of the firm in May 2013, as part of a triennial
practice review cycle.
Complaints and allegations
The firm’s policies and procedures are designed to
provide it with reasonable assurance that it deals
appropriately with complaints and allegations that
the work performed by the firm failed to comply
with professional standards, and regulatory and legal
requirements, and allegations of non-compliance with
the firm’s system of quality control.
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3.6 Audits of Public Interest
Entities (PIEs)
Deloitte Malta issued statutory audit reports during the
year ended 31 December 2015 on the entities listed
alongside that fell within the definition of PIE during the
financial period covered by the audit report.
The operative definition of a PIE during the year ended
31 December 2015 was that set out in sub-article
2(1) of the Maltese Accountancy Profession Act which
defined PIEs as entities whose transferable securities
are admitted to trading on a regulated market of any
Member State within the meaning of point 14 of Article
4(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC, a credit institution as
defined in point 1 of Article 1 of Directive 2000/12/
EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
20 March 2000 relating to the taking up and pursuit
of the business of credit institutions, and an insurance
undertaking within the meaning of Article 2(1) of
Directive 91/674/EEC. References to the directives in
this definition include any other legislation amending or
substituting such directives.
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The Maltese Accountancy Board may from time to time
designate other entities as PIEs, for instance entities
that are of significant public relevance because of the
nature of their business, their size, or their number of
employees. To date, the Accountancy Board has not
designated any such other entities.

Company

Audit report
issued in 2015

Credit
institution

Insurance
company

Listed equity

Listed debt

✓

✓

Listed funds

Advent Insurance PCC Ltd

Yes

AgriBank plc

Yes

Brait SE

Yes

Bray Insurance Company Ltd

Yes

✓

*

✓

Citadel Insurance plc

Yes

✓

FCM Bank Ltd

Yes

FMG China Fund Ltd

Yes

✓

FMG Combo Fund Ltd

Yes

✓

FMG Rising 3 Fund Ltd

Yes

✓

FMG India Opportunity Fund Ltd

Yes

✓

FMG Iraq Fund Ltd

Yes

✓

FMG Middle Sea North Africa (MENA) Ltd

Yes

✓

FMG Africa Fund Ltd

Yes

✓

FMG Russia Fund Ltd

Yes

✓

FNF Title Insurance Company Limited

Yes

✓

GlobalCapital Life Insurance Ltd

Yes

✓

GlobalCapital plc

Yes

Highdome PCC Ltd

Yes

Hili Properties plc**

Yes

International Diving Assurance Ltd

Yes

Island Hotels Group Holdings plc

Yes

Lime Street Insurance PCC Ltd

Yes

Malta International Airport plc

Yes

Mariner Finance plc

Yes

MFC Merchant Bank Ltd

Yes

✓

NBG Bank Malta Ltd

Yes

✓

Nemea Bank plc

Yes

✓

Premier Capital plc

Yes

✓

PTL Holdings plc

Yes

✓

Bupa Insurance Ltd - Malta Branch

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

Standard Re (Malta) Ltd***

✓
Yes

VLTAVA Fund SICAV plc

Yes

✓

✓

QIC Europe Ltd***
Turkiye Garanti Bankasi Anonim Sirketi Malta Branch

✓

✓
✓

* Non-statutory audit
** Met PIE definition in 2015
*** Denotes new appointment (no 2015 audit report)
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